BEAUTIFUL, EFFICIENT AND NOW WITH EVEN GREATER FLEXIBILITY

zolid fx multilayer
BEAUTIFUL, EFFICIENT AND NOW WITH EVEN GREATER FLEXIBILITY!

The blank portfolio of the ultra-highly translucent zirconium oxide Zolid FX Multilayer with integrated shade and translucency gradients will be expanded with zirconium blocks. Owing to an intelligent nesting concept, all 16 VITA shades can be covered with just 10 blocks. The blocks are available with an Amann Girrbach mandrel, but also with a universal mandrel for third-party systems. Users can choose between the two block sizes C (crown) for single-tooth restorations and B (bridge) for bridges with a maximum of 3 pontics. A sophisticated holder concept of the Ceramill Motion 2 milling machine enables milling up to nine different shades simultaneously. Maximum flexibility and highest aesthetics - Zolid FX Multilayer.

The full color spectrum of the 16 VITA colors

- Continuous shade and translucency gradient for smooth shade transitions without shade edges, and natural aesthetics
- Maximum efficiency by processing 9 different colors overnight thanks to Motion 2 9-fold holder
- Efficient warehouse management through flexible color management with low stock of materials
- Flexible use thanks to AG mandrel for Ceramill units and universal mandrel for third-party systems

Ordering information and further information on the Zolid DNA Generation is given in the Zolid DNA Generation brochure on our website.